
Lecture 4 Methods in Neurosciense

= Railread construction foreman Phineas Gage
- Original persion with consciantiousness.attention.to detail

Red struck through brain a lived, could still reason, but self
contrad

"The equilibrium or balance, so to speak, between his intellectual
facutives and animal properisties, seems to have been detrayed.'

A Phrenology - some pseudoscience
Touching for bumps in stall to tell what each part does
Bad idea lot.

#I Individed Cell Technigues

every cell, lets you
count, not detailed

* Myelin stain
Stains myelin coluh)

* Immunocytochemical/Neurogenesis
Use immume system to see new cells

* Golgi stain * single cell recording

Single cell
signal electrade

signal
stimulation
cell

subset of cells,
see structure!

* Nissil stain

a cell

cell
electrode



#2 Lesioning Technignes

* Permanent lesion
- Aspirational

Electrolytic

I take out and... gone

- Radio -Frequency
Neuro chemical (Kainic

- Knife cut

* Temporary lesion
- Cryogenie nsing Cryoprobe

Freezes part of brain

* Naturally caused lesson
- Stroke I could be temperemy or permanents

External jury
A Problems with these

1. No random assignment
2. May be multiple parts dawaged
3. Don't know exacting what's iupaired

acid)



#3 Imaging Techniques

- Spacial resolation
- Temponal
- Iwasiveness

EEG
Electroencephalography

is location exact?
is when exact?

any harm?

Spacial Invasiveness

5: 1. dE

PET
Position Emission Tomography

12-Deoxyclycase flow
radiative tracing drug)

Some
(radiactive)

MRS
Magretic Resonance
spectroscopy,
(Nenrochemical flow)

(' ('

TMS
Transcranial Magneticstimulation
(Activates part of
brain from outside)

* Considerations: pene or here or here

Temporal

Nove

MEG
Magnetoencephalography None

fMRI
Functional
Resonance Imaging

Magnetie

(Oz flow)
None

middle
inside

?



#4 Problems

A Reverse inference
- If p then g, a then p. No.
- If A lghts up when B, then when B then A lghts up. No.

A seductive Allure

Tendency to believe
poor mference etc

neurosci data even when irrelevant /


